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C. Is an chown 
D. Ps and kill 
E. Op and rm 
 
Correct Answer: D 
 
 
QUESTION 18 
A client wants a technician to create a PC naming convention that will make the client's PCs 
easier to track and identify while in use. Which of the following naming convention formats should 
the technician follow? 
 
A. Domain name, location, IP address 
B. Domain name, location, asset ID 
C. Asset ID, MAC address 
D. Location, RFID 
 
Correct Answer: C 
 
 
QUESTION 19 
A user's smartphone is experiencing limited bandwidth when at home. The user reports to a 
technician that the device functions properly when at work or in the car. Which of the following 
troubleshooting steps should the technician take NEXT? 
 
A. Reset the device's network settings 
B. Check the data usage statistics on the device 
C. Verify the SSID with which the device is associated 
D. Run any pending application or OS updates 
 
Correct Answer: C 
Explanation: 
Verify the SSID with which the device is associated ?Most likely, the user's smartphone is 
connecting to a neighbor's wireless network instead of their own. This network likely has a lower 
signal strength since it is outside the home, and this is causing the limited or slow bandwidth. 
Therefore, you should first verify that the user is connected to the proper wireless network before 
conducting any additional troubleshooting. 
 
 
QUESTION 20 
A technician is running updates on a Windows PC. Some of the updates install properly, while 
others appear as failed. While troubleshooting, the technician restarts the PC and attempts to 
install the failed updates again. The updates continue to fail. Which of the following is the FIRST 
option to check? 
 
A. Visit the Microsoft Update website to see if there is an issue with a specific update 
B. Look up the error number associated with the failed update 
C. Look at the system Event Viewer to find more information on the failure 
D. Download the failed update to install manually 
 
Correct Answer: B 
 
 
QUESTION 21 
A user contacts a technician to troubleshoot server errors. The user explains that some files will 
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not open on the server, the data backups are operational, and the weather has been bad. The 
technician notices missing time slots in the event log. Which of the following should the technician 
replace to prevent these issues in the future? 
 
A. System memory 
B. Surge protector 
C. Hard drives 
D. Battery backup 
 
Correct Answer: D 
 
 
QUESTION 22 
A user believes there is a virus on a laptop. The user installs additional real-time protection 
antivirus software but is now experiencing extremely slow performance on the laptop. Which of 
the following should a technician do to resolve the issue and avoid recurrence? 
 
A. Activate real-time protection on both antivirus software programs 
B. Uninstall one antivirus software program and install a different one 
C. Run OS updates 
D. Enable the quarantine feature on both antivirus software programs 
E. Remove the user-installed antivirus software 
 
Correct Answer: E 
 
 
QUESTION 23 
After a virus has been spread unknowingly via USB removable hard drives, a technician is tasked 
with limiting removable hard drive access to certain network users. USB ports are used for many 
devices, including scanners, printers, and signature pads, so a policy is created to deny access to 
removable hard drives only. When testing the policy, a removable drive is plugged in but can still 
be accessed. Which of the following command-line tools should the technician use to apply the 
new policy? 
 
A. gpupdate 
B. diskpart 
C. gpresult 
D. net use 
 
Correct Answer: A 
 
 
 
 
QUESTION 24 
A network administrator wants to plan a major OS upgrade of the router, which acts as a default 
gateway in an organization. The administrator has documented the purpose of the change, 
scoped the change, and completed a comprehensive risk analysis. Which of the following is an 
important part of the change request process for which the administrator still must plan? 
 
A. Inform management regarding the anticipated amount of downtime 
B. Document a backout plan to roll back changes to the router 
C. Configure a redundant data path to eliminate downtime 
D. Make the downtime window larger than actually anticipated 
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Correct Answer: B 
 
 
QUESTION 25 
A user's personal settings are not saving, and a technician suspects the user's local Windows 
profile is corrupt. The technician wants to check the size of the ntuser.dat file, but It does not 
appear in the user's profile directory. Which of the following Control Panel utilities should the 
technician use to correct this? 
 
A. Folder Options 
B. Sync Center 
C. Display Settings 
D. User Accounts 
 
Correct Answer: A 
 
 
QUESTION 26 
A technician is called to troubleshoot a user's Windows workstation that fails to boot. The user 
reports that, after updating the workstation's graphics driver to a beta version, the machine gives 
a "Stop" error on every boot Which of the following should the technician complete to resolve the 
issue? 
 
A. Boot the workstation in safe mode and disable the graphics driver system tray menu 
B. Boot the workstation in safe mode with networking and install the latest stable graphics driver. 
C. Boot the workstation in safe mode and disable Windows driver signing requirements 
D. Boot the workstation in safe mode with Command Prompt and enable Driver Verifier with standard 

settings 
 
Correct Answer: A 
 
 
QUESTION 27 
When a user browses to a favorite website on a Windows laptop, a different website opens. A 
technician installs an additional web browser, but it also opens to the same unfamiliar site. The 
technician resets the web browser settings back to default, but the issue persists. Which of the 
following troubleshooting steps should the technician complete NEXT? 
 
A. Change the browser's home page 
B. Check the Windows host file 
C. Update the default web browser 
D. Restore Windows to a previous date 
Correct Answer: B 
 
 
QUESTION 28 
Which of the following types of scripts would be seen on the user end of a web page? 
 
A. .bat 
B. .js 
C. .sh 
D. .vbs 
 
Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 29 
A technician is disposing of computer hardware that contains PHI. The drive must be reusable. 
Which of the following methods should be used? 
 
A. Degauss 
B. Drive wipe 
C. Standard format 
D. Low-level format 
 
Correct Answer: B 
Explanation: 
A drive wipe utility can truly overwrite data. A "Department of Defense" wipe will perform this 
overwrite operation at least seven times to truly obliterate the data on the drive, making it 
unrecoverable. 
 
 
QUESTION 30 
A user calls a technician to report issues when logging in to a vendor's website. The technician is 
able to log in successfully before going to the office. However, the technician is unable to log in 
when in the user's office. The user also informs the technician of strange pop-up notifications. 
Which of the following are the MOST likely causes of these issues? (Select TWO). 
 
A. System files have been deleted 
B. Proxy settings are configured improperly 
C. The OS has been updated recently. 
D. There are disabled services on the vendor website. 
E. Program file permissions have changed recently. 
F. There is a rogue anti-malware program. 
 
Correct Answer: BF 
 
 
QUESTION 31 
With which of the following types is a man-in-the-middle attack associated? 
 
A. Brute force 
B. Spoofing 
C. DDoS 
D. Zero-day 
Correct Answer: B 
 
 
QUESTION 32 
Joe, a user who is travelling for business, reports that his mobile phone was getting 
approximately 35 Mbps for the first few days of his trip, but now it is only getting around 500 
Kbps. Joe uses the device as a GPS to visit customers and as a hot-spot to check work email 
and watch movies online. Which of the following is the MOST likely cause of Joe's slow data 
speeds? 
 
A. Joe's data transmission is over the limit 
B. The phone needs to be rebooted from overuse 
C. The use of GPS interferes with data speeds 
D. There is unintended Bluetooth pairing. 
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Correct Answer: A 
 
 
QUESTION 33 
A technician is installing Windows 7 64-bit OS on a VM but keeps getting errors. The 
specifications for the malware are: 
 

Two 1GHz CPUs 
2GB of memory 
15GB hard drive 
800x600 screen resolution 

 
Which of the following should the technician do to resolve the problem? 
 
A. Increase the number of CPUs 
B. Increase the amount of memory 
C. Increase the amount of hard drive space 
D. Increase the screen resolution 
 
Correct Answer: C 
 
 
QUESTION 34 
Which of the following devices provides protection against brownouts? 
 
A. battery backup 
B. surge suppressor 
C. rack grounding 
D. line conditioner 
 
Correct Answer: A 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
QUESTION 35 
A user's corporate email is missing the shared inbox folders that were present before the user 
went on vacation. The technician verifies the user is connected to the domain and can still send 
and receive email. Which of the following is MOST likely causing the missing folders issue? 
 
A. The Internet security options have changed 
B. The operating system updates have changed 
C. The network directory permissions have changed 
D. The user account permissions have changed 
 
Correct Answer: C 
 
 
QUESTION 36 
A user is trying to install a very large .dmg file on a Windows computer but is receiving an error 
message. Which of the following is causing the error? 
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